
Enjoy Sports Fishing in Finger Bank, out of
Cabo San Lucas MX.
Indulge in the perfect sports fishing
experience with us as we take you to the
hottest fishing ground in Cabo, Finger
Bank.

CABO SAN LUCAS, BAJA CALIFORNIA
SUR, MEXICO, May 1, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Hands down,
there is no better place in the world than
Cabo San Lucas to enjoy a thrilling and
adrenaline rushing sports fishing
adventure. Reckoned as the ultimate
place to cast bait, Cabo San Lucas offers
tons of opportunities to anglers, and sports fishing fanatics to try their luck at catching some of the
best and biggest game fish in the sea. The deep blue waters of Cabo San Lucas are home to a
variety of game fish that are found in high concentration, all year round. 

Spending quality time with
loved ones or friends on
board a luxury yacht and
catching big game fish, Is just
unforgettable.”

Arturo Chacon

However, when hitting the sea, there are three things that
anglers should focus on: 
1. Know exactly where to fish in Cabo

2. Know what fish will be found in abundance in the sea, so
that you’re equipped with the right fishing gear and well-
prepared to battle it out and fight hard with them because
game fish may look beautiful but most of them are super
agile, extremely tricky and difficult to catch. 

3. Select the right sea ride, so that it is easier to sail in the deep waters and enjoy off-shore fishing
comfortably, even if your fishing spell lasts for days.
Ensuring all these things can be frustrating and stressful for beginners and those who are visiting
Cabo San Lucas for the first-time to experience the joy of sports fishing. Knowing where to fish in
Cabo, the gear to carry and what sea ride to charter, can kill all the joy and excitement of sports
fishing as you may get caught up in seeking information and get confused about whether or not you’re
well-prepared for a great time at sea. This is where we, Tag Cabo Sportfishing, come into the picture!

At Tag Cabo Sportfishing, we take care of all your sports fishing needs. We have a team of sports
fishing anglers and the largest variety of luxury yachts for charter. With us, you don’t have to worry
about searching for the right fishing ground or wondering what sea ride to charter for your upcoming
Cabo sports fishing adventure. That’s right; our team can take you to the hottest fishing grounds in the
most luxuriously yachts that are loaded with basic and luxury amenities and navigational technologies
and fishing gear, so that you can enjoy the perfect time fishing at sea. 

July to December—Come Join Us for an Exciting Sports Fishing Adventure This Season
July to December is perhaps the best time to enjoy game fishing action in Cabo. At this time of the

http://www.einpresswire.com


year, the Finger Bank in Cabo San Lucas
is full of Striped Marlin and that’s exactly
why this hot spot is known as
quintessential billfish fishery. And you
know what, we can take you there! 

Located upward from the Marina of
Cabo, we can take you 50 mile on the
Pacific side to the Finger Bank where
you can enjoy prospects of double digits
billfish action like never before. Striped
Marlin is the most exciting catch in the
sea. This fish is unbelievably fast, and is
super charged. Due its aerial acrobatics
and spectacular speed, catching Striped
Marlin is thrilling and not an easy task,
but nonetheless, it is absolutely fun and
feels like the greatest achievement when
caught. 

At Tag Cabo Sportsfishing, we provide
you with the right fishing gear to catch
Marlin. Additionally, our fishing pros
travel with you on the yacht to help you
enjoy the best time at sea. Locating
where these agile game fish may be
hiding in the waters is a challenge but
when you are with us, you don’t have to
worry about that as we know the tricks
and tactics to finding them. We don’t
always use trolling and fishing lines to
find them. 

The technique that always works and one which we heavily rely on is spotting for feeding birds. Based
on our experience, we can confidently say that if you can spot Friget birds  nearby, feasting on chum
bait left on top of the water by billfish feeding underneath, then chances are that there are Striped
Marlin under the surface. Once spotted, it gets much easier to cast bait, identify areas with highly
concentrated fish and catch prey with higher success rate. 

To make your trip to Finger Bank even more fun and comfortable, we make sure that the seafaring
ride is luxurious and loaded with all the necessary amenities and features. Additionally, our yachts are
well-maintained and in top condition so you can be confident that you can stay by the sea for days, as
long as you want to fish without any distress or discomfort.

So, wait no more! If you want to experience the real joy of game fishing in Cabo that the place in most
touted for, then now is the right time to hit the sea. Get in touch with us to indulge in sport fishing
action like never before. Head to the sea this July and try your luck at catching Striped Marlin. Bring
your family and friends along to experience the thrill of fishing in Cabo San Lucas. It’s an experience
that you’ll cherish all your life and we can assure you that you will want to relive it. 

Follow Us on Facebook for updates, Videos and fishing reports.
https://www.facebook.com/cabofishingcharters/

https://www.facebook.com/cabofishingcharters/
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